SCAVENGER HUNT
PRESENTED BY SUMMIT BREWING COMPANY

ENERGIZE YOUR DAY WITH PEACE COFFEE

DO A WORKOUT IN BROOKS RUNNING SHOES

COMPLETING A VIRTUAL NOVEMBER PROJECT WORKOUT

LISTEN TO THE iHeartRadio APP

RUN PAST A BODY OF WATER (POOLS INCLUDED!)

REFUEL WITH YOUR FAVORITE GATORADE ENDURANCE FLAVOR

PICTURE OR VIDEO OF YOUR ROUTE

ENJOYING A POST-WORKOUT SUMMIT BEER (21+)

PICTURE OF YOUR 4TH OF JULY MEAL

WEAR A RED, WHITE & BOOM! SHIRT

PICTURE OR VIDEO OF YOUR RUNNING BUDDY

TAKE A BOOMERANG OF SPARKLERS

How to play:
• While running or training, snap a photo of one of the items listed above
• Once you have collected FIVE photos, post them together in one Instagram post (as a collage or a carousel), make sure to tag @twincitiesinmotion @summitbeer @brooksrunning AND use #runtheboom. Make sure your profile is public
• You have until July 20, 2020 to complete the virtual scavenger hunt
• Once you post your completed scavenger hunt, you will be entered to win a Summit Brewing Company 6’x10’ Cabin Crusher Aqua Lily Pad (must be registered for the Virtual Red, White & BOOM! and 21+ to win)